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Abstract

The potential application of an elastomagnetic composite of micromagnets uniformly dispersed into an elastic matrix

for mechanical vibrations detections was investigated. The dynamic response of this material is clearly dependent not

only on the elastomagnetic coupling but also on the interaction among the microparticles magnetic moments depending

on the external applied field. A theoretical simple model, which gives predictions in agreement with the experimental

evidences in the range of the linear behavior, is proposed.
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In the last few years, the study of heterogeneous

materials of magnetic micro- and nano-particles into a

non-magnetic matrix has been increasing due to its

importance for understanding micromagnetic interactions,

as well as for possible applications [1,2]. When the magnetic

particles are permanently magnetized and the matrix

material is elastic, an elastic magnet is obtained. This

material exhibits elastomagnetic effects [3,4] and it can be

used for sensors and actuators [5,6]. In order to have

optimum performances for the mentioned applications, the

material must have a high content of magnetic particles. In

this work, the effect of the magnetic particles content on the

elasto-magnetic interactions inside the material is studied.
- see front matter r 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserve
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Demagnetized Sm2Co7 particles with an average size of

2mm were uniformly dispersed into a silicone matrix when
the last one was in the liquid phase. After the complete

solidification of the silicone, a permanent magnetization of

the particles was induced by applying an external field of

4T, for 10min, at room temperature. Bar shaped samples

have been produced with the permanent magnetic moments

preferentially oriented at an angle Dy with respect to z-axis.

The bars were assembled to give the final configuration

presented in Fig. 1a. Therefore, the sample macroscopic

magnetization is along the z-axis (Mz in Fig. 1a).

The experimental apparatus used to investigate the

longitudinal magnetization changes produced by an

external dynamic deformation at variable frequency was

arranged as shown in Fig. 1b.

The sample was pre-stressed in order to have an initial

length L0 such that DL ¼ L � L0 results in value always
d.
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematic view of the four bars in the final sample

configuration with the particles magnetic moment m oriented at

an average angle Dy with respect to the longitudinal z-axis.

L ¼ 50mm; l ¼ 10mm. (b) Experimental setup. F ¼ fixed static

wall, PC ¼ pickup coil, BC ¼ bias magnetic field coil,

S ¼ sample, L0 ¼ pre-stressed sample length, L � L04U0;
Uz(t) ¼ U0 sin(2pnt) ¼ longitudinal deformation induced by

the shaker vibration.

Fig. 2. Amplitude (V0 ind) of the sensor response signal for

different experimental conditions, as indicated on the diagrams.
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higher than the amplitude U0 of the dynamic displace-

ment produced by the shaker oscillation. Thereby, the

sample always works in compression and its cross

section does not change due to the coil framework

around it. The compressive strain induced by the shaker

is equivalent to a uniaxial volume deformation. This

condition would not be verified if a sample elongation

was produced. The signal generator drives the shaker by

means of the amplifier, giving also the reference

frequency to the lock-in amplifier. The last device

detects the electromotive force (e.f.) induced in the

pickup coil by the sample elastomagnetic response.

The electromotive force was measured as a function of

the vibration amplitude U0 at different frequencies n of
the shaker harmonic oscillation. In the used experi-

mental conditions, this e.f. is induced by the longitudinal

magnetization change DMz produced by both the

sample volume variation and the magnetic particles

rotation (elastomagnetic effect) [4,5].

Since the longitudinal deformation at constant cross

section gives a uniaxial volume strain, one can write

DMzt ¼ �Mz Dt=t ¼ �Mz�z for the volume change

contribution, where t is the sample initial volume and �z

is the longitudinal strain component. On the other hand, it

was shown that the magnetization change caused by

particles rotation is DMz� ¼ Mr V% �z sin
2 Dy cos Dy;

where V% is the magnetic particles volume fraction and

Mr is the remanence magnetization of the Sm2Co7 particles

[3,4]. Taking into account that the shaker produces a strain

�z ¼ U0 sinð2pntÞ=L0; the induced e.f. in the PC is

V ind ¼ �
d

dt
NSm0ðDMzt þ DMz�Þ

¼
NSm0

L0 U0 Mr V%2pn cos3 Dy cosð2pntÞ; ð1Þ
where N is the turns number of PC and S is the sample

cross section.

Eq. (1) predicts that the induced e.f. amplitude, V0 ind,

is linearly dependent on n, U0 and V%. This behavior was

experimentally verified by the results shown in Fig. 2.

As can be seen, the V0ind linearity with respect to n
and U0 is confirmed. On the other hand, a decrease of

the experimental values as compared to the theoretical

ones is evident when V% increases: this may be

produced by the magnetic friction and not by the

mechanical one, because the linearity with n is not
affected by V% increase. To clarify this, we investigated

the effects of a longitudinal bias field H applied along z-

axis. In our experimental conditions Hz determines a

rotation as a direct elastomagnetic effect [3,4]:

DyH ¼
�Mr V% tm0Hz sin Dy

k
; (2)

where k is the torsional elastic constant of the composite

matrix. As a result of this further rotation, Vind (Eq. (1))

has an amplitude

V0 ind ¼
NSm0

L0 U0Mr V%2pn cos3ðDyþ DyH Þ: (3)

By means of the additive rotation (Eq. (2)), the

behavior described by Eq. (3) represents the external

field Hz effect only in the absence of magnetic

interaction among the magnetic moments. One expects
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Fig. 3. Change in the amplitude V0, DV0, as a function of the

applied magnetic field Hz; for different experimental conditions
concerning both magnetic particles fraction V% and initial

preorientation Dy (see data on the diagrams). The amplitude
and frequency of the exciting oscillation were fixed at the

constant values U0 ¼ 0:7mm and n ¼ 35Hz; respectively.
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that this is true if the volume fraction of the magnetic

particles in silicone matrix is lower than a threshold

value, above which the magnetic interaction among

nearest particles (their local field effect) should be

considered.

In order to verify the validity of these considerations

the experimental curves of V0 change, DV0; produced by
Hz40 or Hzo0; for two different contents of magnetic
particles, are reported in Fig. 3a and compared with the

corresponding theoretical curves deduced from Eq. (3).

In this evaluation we used the following values: N ¼

300; S ¼ 100mm2; k ffi 0:4Nm; n ¼ 35Hz; U0 ¼

0:7mm; Mr ¼ 0:6� 10
6 A=m and Dy ¼ 451: In Fig. 3b

the same comparison of Fig. 3a is performed for S ¼

25mm2; V% ¼ 33% and Dy ¼ 101:
In this figure we report the data regarding Dy ¼ 101;

and not Dy ¼ 451; because by increasing V% value, the

application of an external field Hz40 or Hzo0 should
have an asymmetric effect which is emphasized for low

pre-orientation angle. If Hz has the same direction of

Mz; the mechanical moment m� mH rotates the

particles inside the elastic matrix towards the direction

of the original macroscopic magnetization (Mz). On the

contrary, if Hzo0 the same mechanical moment rotates
the particles towards higher Dy values, producing Mz

changes in the opposite direction to the initial macro-

scopic magnetization. In this way, Hz40 supports
magnetic interaction among the particles promoting

their equal orientation, while Hzo0 obstructs this
interaction increasing the difference among the relative

orientation angles. These considerations are in agree-

ment with the results in Fig. 3b. The displacement of

DV0 experimental curve with respect to the theoretical

behavior and the asymmetric response to Hz40 and
Hzo0 are evident. Similar displacements are always
found when V% 430%.
In particular in Fig. 3b one observes that, if Hz40;

the magnetic interaction among particles moments is

everywhere reinforced (experimental DV0 is always

higher than that expected from Eq. (3)). On the

contrary, when Hzo0; the field effect opposes the
magnetic interaction among the particles and, at a

threshold value, it overcomes this interaction. In this

condition, the experimental behavior goes as the

theoretical one (for Hz 	 �90Oe in Fig. 3b).

In conclusion, a linear dependence of the elastomag-

netic sensor response on the amplitude and frequency of

the exciting oscillation, as well as on the magnetic

particles content, was theoretically predicted and ex-

perimentally verified for V%o30%: In the case of
higher volume fractions, the effect of the interaction

among the particles moments was clearly shown by

means of the influence of a bias magnetizing field on the

sensor response. This magnetic interaction is probably
active starting from about 15% in volume fraction of the

magnetic particles, but it does not affect the linearity of

the sensor response with n and U0:
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